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alnited states latent (Office. 
HALL COLBY, OF NEW YORK, N.Y., ASSIGNOR To HIMSELF AND GEORGE 

G. COLBY, OF WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA. 
letters Patent No. 100,119, dated February 22, 1870. 

IMPROVEMENT IN ATIUIDE INSTRUMENT 
--a--- 

The Schedule referred to in these Letters Patent and making part of the same. 
--O-- 

To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HALL CoLBY, of the city and 

county of New York, in the State of New York, have 
invented a new Horizon Instrument; and I do hereby 
declare that the following is a full, clear, and exact 
description thereof, reference being had to the accom 
Eng drawings making part of this specification, in 
Wills 

Figure 1, plate 1, is a front view of the improved 
instrument, 

Figure 2, plate 1, is a sectional view of the instru 
ment, showing the stop-lock and catch. 

Figure 3, plate 2, is a view of the back of the in 
strument. 

Figure 4, plate 2, is a vertical section, taken trans 
versely through the center of the instrument. 

Sinilar letters of reference indicate corresponding 
parts in the several figures. 
The object of this invention is to construct an in 

strument which shall be simple and readily adjustable, 
and by means of which a correct altitude of the sun, 
moon, or stars, or the altitude of terrestrial objects can 
be readily determined, notwithstanding the natural 
horizon may be obscured. 
My invention is especially adapted for finding the 

Correct position of a ship at sea, when other instru 
ments cannot be used, on account of a fog or darkness 
obscuring the horizon. To this end I have adapted 
the improved instrument to indicate both altitude and 
Zenith at the same time, and to do away with the usual 
Corrections, such as dip, parallax, and refraction, and 
semi-dialneter. I have also so constructed the instru 
ment that it can be readily tested for determining its 
accuracy at any time, as will be hereinafter explained. 
The following description will enable others skilled 

in the art to understand my improved instrument. 
In the accompanying drawings 
A represents what I denominate a graduated double 

vernier balance, which is suspended from an axis, c, so 
as to Swing freely, and which is graduated at gg, so as 
to form a double-Vernier, including an arc of ninety 
degrees. This double-vernier balance is suspended 
from bearings, which are applied to the frame G of the 
instrument, at the back of which frame is a handle, J, 
by which the instrument is held while taking an ob 
servation. 
The frame G has a flange, G, formed on its perime 

ter, the face of which is marked off, so as to present 
two scales ranging on each side of the cypher ornadir 
mark to 90° or more, thus giving an are of 1809 or 
more, representing by the aid of the double-vernier 
arc, altitude and zenith distance. 

This graduated arc is surmounted by a horizon-plate 
or level, b, which is in a plane at right angles to a 
plane intersecting the axis c and cypher-mark on the 
arc of 1800. 

This horizon-plate b is provided with a spirit level, 
P, shown in fig. 4, which is used for determining the 
accuracy of the instrument in the following manner: 

If, when the bubble of the spirit level indicates that 
the plate b is horizontal, the arrow on the face of the 
lower limb of the double-vernier balance points to the 
cypher on the are of 180°, as indicated in fig. 1, then 
it is known that the instrument is properly adjusted 
for observation. 
On the horizon-plate b I secure a telescope, which 

is composed of two tubular sections at a, applied one 
at each extremity of the said plate, and adjusted so 
that their axes coincide and are in a plane parallel with 
the plate b. The tubes a a have no lenses in them, 
but are provided with crossed wires and fine sighting 
plates. The cross-wires are applied in the tube a, and 
the sighting-plates are applied in the tube a. 

By thus constructing the telescope of two separated 
sections, an object can be more readily found than ill. 
any other. manner. . . 
The lower limb of the double-vernier balance A is 

loaded in a suitable manner, so as to hang plumb from 
the axis c; and to the inner or back side of this limb 
a grooved pulley, d, is applied, around which is passed 
a cord, e. The ends of this cord are attached to bow 
strings did, which are of equal tension, and which are 
secured to the frame G, on opposite sides of the axis 
c, as slown in fig. 1. 
The tension which is thus produced will prevent the 

double-vernier balance from being too sensitive to vi 
bration, without interfering with its accuracy as a bal 
anced vernier in the use of the instrument. 

Beneath the double-verrier balance A and pivoted 
to a stud, 0, is a lever, C, carrying on one end a bev 
eled locking-tooth, , which passes through and is 
guided by the bottom of the frame G, as slown infig.2. 
A spring, s, is applied to frame G, so as to act upon 

C, and press the tooth n upwardly and lock the frame 
and vernier balance, and thus allow the angles which 
have been found by observation through the telescope 
to be read off on the scaleff' gig. s . 
The lever and tooth are set by means of a trigger, 

it, which is applied on the end of a spring, i, as shown 
in fig. 2. When the lever C is held up by the trigger, 
as shown in fig. 2, the vernier A and frame G are re 
leased from tooth n, and the instrument is adjusted 
for use. 

It will be seen from the above description that the 
improved instrument has a geocentric balance with an 
are of 90°, and with two verniers 90° apart, so al 
ranged that the altitude vernier rests at the center or 
nadir, 0, of the arc of 180°, when the zenith vernier 
points to the 90° mark (or plane of the telescope) on 
the arc G', by which means the correct altitude can 
be taken of the sun, moon, planets, or stars, or of any 
elevated terrestrial object, 

  



It will also be seen that the double-vernier balance 
has a movement in space of 90°, and that an observa 
tion will always indicate upon the instrument, (so that 
it can be plainly read off) the altitude and zenith dis 
tance of the olject observed, from which the position 
of the observer or ship can be ascertained with suffi 
cient accuracy for all practical purposes. 
The vernierg points to the altitude scalef, and the 

vernier g’ to the zenitl scalef'. The scales or divis 
ions on the vernier arc indicate degrees and half de 
grees, by which the vernier reads to miles, (or min 
utes.) Thus, thirty divisions on a vernier scale cover 
twenty-nine divisions on the arc of 180°. 

Having described my invention, 

190,119 

What I claim as new, and desire to secure by Let 
ters Patent, is 

1. An instrument for determining at the same time 
both the altitude and Zenith distance of celestial or 
terrestrial objects, which consists of the are: G of 180°, 
a level, P, a horizon-plate, b, telescope a. a', and a 
double-vernier balance, A, in coalination with a stop 
lock or catch, substaitially as described. 

2. The combination with the verier balance A of 
a tension-device, consisting of tension-springs did, 
corde, and a pulley, d, substantially as described. 

Witnesses: HALL COLBY. 
R. T. CAMEBELL, ' 
J. N. CAMPBELL. 

  


